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WAVE INFO DIR CITE SJAN 8956

1. DURING AMBIDDY-1 VISIT P.R. HE ALSO HAD LONG MEETING WITH [SKEWER-I].

2. [SKEWER-I] VERY IMPRESSED WITH AMBIDDY-1 AND APPARENTLY FEELS DISPOSED COMPLY WITH AMBIDDY-1 REQUEST FOR FINANCIAL HELP. AMBIDDY-1 ONLY SAID THEY HAD "PLANS" FOR WHICH WOULD APPRECIATE [SKEWER-1].

3. [SKEWER-I] MADE NO COMMITMENT AS WANTED TO CHECK FIRST WITH STATION AND OF COURSE DID NOT MENTION CONTRIBUTION TO UR.

4. RE PARA 2 [SKEWER-I] AGREES FOREGO INDEPENDENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO UR. WHEN OFFER MADE TO INFORM VITTING OFFICERS OF UR THAT [SKEWER-I] WILLING PUT UP PERSONAL FUNDS, [SKEWER-I] SAID HE WOULDN'T LIKE THAT DONE.

5. AS YOU AWARE [SKEWER-I] HIGHLY COOPERATIVE AND DEFERENTIAL OUR WISHES. HOWEVER, BELIEVE THERE IS LIMIT EXTENT TO WHICH WE CAN ASK HIM LEND HIMSELF TO SUPPORT ELEMENTS WE INTERESTED IN TO EXCLUSION ALL OTHERS. UNLESS WAVE HAS OVERRIDING REASON ASK [SKEWER-I] NOT SUPPORT AMBIDDY-1. WE SHOULD GIVE HIM GO-AHEAD. GROUP 1.

C/S COMMENT: STATED PLEASE [SKEWER-I], HIS OFFER PERSONAL DONATIONS APPRECIATED BUT FOR ACCOUNTING AND CONTROL PREFER CONTINUE CURRENT ARRANGEMENT.
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C/S COMMENT: KUBARK AND [SKEWER-I] WOULD LIKE TO DISCUSS P.R. SITUATION BUT URGENT TO RETURN TO CIA."
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